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EXHIBITION INFORMATION
OPENING NIGHT: 25 April 2018: 6.30pm-8.30pm
OPEN TO PUBLIC: 25-28 April 2018: 10am-6pm
EVENTS:
Panel Discussion 26 April 2018: 6.30-8.30pm
Conversation mediated by Alice Sherwood
Sophie Howl – Tattoo Artist, Sang Bleu
Katherine Mills – Magician
Marie Jacotey – Artist
Jena Quinn – Founder, Studio QD
Henri – Music Producer / DJ
Immersive Creative Writing 27 April 2018: 6.30pm-8.30pm
Kids’ Day 28 April 2018: 11am-2pm
Mrs and Mr Bateman | 15 Bateman Street | London | W1D 3AQ
Social : @mrsandmrbateman #ISeeYou #MrsandMrBateman
We’d like to thank Grace Hudson Evans for the Mrs and Mr Bateman font and Ingrid Rasmussen & Georgina
Viney for photography.
For more information, email info@mrsandmrbateman.com or go to www.mrsandmrbateman.com.
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THE HOSTESSES
For further information on the exhibition, please contact the hostesses below:

Selena Beaudry
Selena will be making a site-specific wall installation for the
show. When describing Selena’s work Clemmie has said ‘it
makes you want to sit with it and then to absorb it, to feel
the sense of movement making you a part of the process. It
is a heady mix of calm and frenzy resulting in a pure sense
of absolution.”

Clemmie Myers
Clemmie (Lime Green Bow) will be integrating her
statement and designer vintage clothing artfully within the
context of the home. Pieces have been chosen to enhance
and sit within the installation exploring the idea of fashion
as a concept. She has also customised some of the pieces
tailoring them specifically for Bateman as well as creating
a boudoir where guests will be encouraged to try on and
fall in love with the Bateman wardrobe. Through
Clemmie’s gifted understanding of personal style she has
helped bring Mrs Bateman to life.

Natalie Tredgett
Natalie will be igniting the interior by creating whimsical
vignettes that celebrate objects as art and handmade
pieces. Natalie’s attention to what’s going on outside of the
home is what makes what’s going on within it feel so fresh
and relevant. Her exquisite use of colour, pattern play and
mix of old and new has helped seal the essence and vibe of
the Bateman aesthetic.
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THE BATEMANS AT HOME
Mrs and Mr Bateman, an art, fashion and interiors installation, where artists are not
bound by patron constraint and their true creative self is revealed. The Batemans will
open their home in London’s Soho on Wednesday April 25 for a four-day long house
warming. Created by three women bringing their own expertise from different fields,
artist Selena Beaudry, vintage fashion dealer Clemmie Myers, and interior designer
Natalie Tredgett have curated the space as though it’s the home of the fictitious Mrs
and Mr Bateman. You are invited to enjoy their home and purchase its contents.
Located in the heart of one of London’s most original and eccentric areas, Mrs and Mr
Bateman will feature a true cross-pollination of the creative fields; hosting a panel
evening where creatives from different disciplines discuss their process, what inspires
them, how other art forms inform their work and will also explore how social media and
technology informs or confuses their creativity. There will be an immersive creative
writing evening as well as a ‘Kids’ Day’ that will offer youngsters the chance to learn
new skills, including hat-making sessions with milliner Jess Collett. Clemmie is creating
a fancy dress box encouraging kids to explore how dressing up and experimenting with
clothing makes them feel.

“Not only have we curated the
show, the three of us have
worked closely together
influencing each other’s
individual contributions and
thus we’ve created a cohesive
environment, making Bateman
an immersive performative Art
Piece where the guest is as
consequential as the work
within.”

Mrs and Mr Bateman promises to be a curious mix of artists and makers from Europe
and the US chosen for their Bateman aesthetic. Included will be Barrie Benson, Jess
Collett, Frederike von Cranach, Phil Goss, Iva Gueorguieva, Daniel Hernandez, Marie
Jacotey, John-Paul Pietrus, James Shaw, Margit Wittig, Ian Vail and Bari Ziperstein.
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THE ROOMS
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THE DRAWING ROOM
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HAT FOR MRS BATEMAN
Jess Collett
PLASTCHIC - I have chosen plastic because I
wanted to celebrate this incredibly versatile
material, whilst also showing that we need to be
more conscious about how we use man made
materials. A hat can be a sculpture when its not
being worn, if it is dramatic enough.
£1200

THE BATEMAN RUG
Natalie Tredgett
The Bateman rug was designed and made for the installation. Inspired by the mosaic floors at
Thorvaldsens Museum, this rug is designed by Natalie Tredgett in collaboration with Silk Avenue
Bespoke. Using the traditional Persian hand knotted technique, the rug is made of 100% New
Zealand Wood. The wool is dyed several times to reveal complex tones of the same hue, known as
Abrash. Abrash colouration in rugs is a typical characteristic of genuine Oriental and nomadic
handmade rugs. One of a kind.
325 x 245cm plus fringes
£5200
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BATEMAN FLOOR LAMP
WITH SHADE
Margit Wittig
The Bateman floor lamp
with glass, gold leaf &
emerald resin elements,
antique bronze finish.
£2400

BITS ON LINEN
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting piles
£2400

BAUBLES & BOXES 1 REMINISCENCE
Selena Beaudry
Painting Pile in Perspex
Box with Book Column
£3600 | £7000 with books

PINK SPARKLY DRESS
Lime Green Bow
Pink sequin evening dress
with beaded leaf detail
£350

CUSTOMISED BILL GIBB
EPAULETTE
Lime Green Bow
Created by Clemmie Myers
POA

COMME DES GARCONS
Lime Green Bow
Silk sheer Cardigan, print
from the SS1991 ‘Ink Dye,
Stained Glass’ collection
£1250

ARTFUL LEAF EARRINGS
Lime Green Bow
POA

SLIPPER CHAIRS
Natalie Tredgett
£5000 as seen
Made to Order

LARGE WALL INSTALLATION
Selena Beaudry
Site-specific wall installation
POA
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BITS ON LINEN #8
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting piles
£2600

BAUBLES & BOXES 1 - REMINISCENCE
Selena Beaudry
Painting Pile in Perspex Box with Book
Column

BITS ON LINEN #9
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting piles
£2600

BATEMAN FLOOR LAMP WITH SHADE
Margit Wittig
The Bateman floor lamp with glass,
gold leaf & emerald resin elements,
antique bronze finish.
£2400 (without shade)
One of a kind shade + £250 each

SLIPPER CHAIRS
Natalie Tredgett
Original 1940s slipper chairs with a
serpentine-shaped
seat
that
are
incredibly versatile – they can be used
together or apart, facing forward or
back. The chic, black cone legs are a
feature of the period and should always
be seen.
50H x 60W x 50D cm
£5000 for pair as seen
Made to Order
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COMME DES GARÇONS
Rei Kawakubo established Comme des Garçons
in 1963 with the company first reaching success
in Japan throughout the 1970s before its debut
show in Paris in 1981. Kawakubo is known for her
avant-garde designs as well as her market
business approach, and she is spearheading the
Japanese fashion movement that made waves
in Paris during the 1980s and 1990s. Kawakubo
has served as a mentor to designers such as
Junya Watanabe and Kei Ninomiya who have
both reached success of their own due to the
leadership they experienced under Kawakubo.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York
city celebrated Kawakubo with an exhibition in
2017 and corresponding gala dedication making
her the second living designer to receive this
honour after Yves Saint Laurent.
£1250

BILL GIBB CUSTOM
EPAULETTE BY CLEMMIE
MYERS
Bill Gibb is a Scottish designer whose romantic
designs became a signature within the 1970s
British fashion scene after launching his own
brand in 1972. Gibb graduated from Central
Saint Martins earning a scholarship to attend the
Royal College of Art, though he left the college
before completing his degree in pursuit of his
own fashion business. While working as a
freelance designer in the early 1970s, Gibb’s
designs were well received by the fashion
community; Beatrix Miller of Vogue declared
one of Gibb’s designs the 1970 Dress of the Year,
and the model Twiggy enlisted the designer to
create dresses she would eventually wear to
dinners and premiers.
POA

Bill Gibb is one of Clemmie’s favourite designers and has been a huge influence and
inspiration. Clemmie has started working with damaged pieces from designers she loves
saving shapes and corners and pattern and reworking the pieces breathing new life in to
them. Her custom Bill Gibb epaulette uses patches salvaged from a jacket that would have
otherwise been disposed.
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CURTAIN FINIALS
£375

BITS ON LINEN
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting piles
£2600 each

CATHERINE BUCKLEY
Lime Green Bow
Catherine Buckley one of a
kind patchwork two-piece
POA
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BITS ON LINEN #1
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

BITS ON LINEN #2
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

BITS ON LINEN #5
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

BITS ON LINEN #3
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

BITS ON LINEN #6
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

BITS ON LINEN #4
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

BITS ON LINEN #7
Selena Beaudry
Framed painting
piles
£2600

CATHERINE BUCKLEY
Catherine Buckley established her career in 1963
using original antique fabrics and textiles dating back
to the early 1900s and transforming them into
contemporary fashion garments. Best known for her
designs for Joanna Lumley as Purdey in the New
Avengers, she opened a boutique in Notting Hill
where she built up avid followers and buyers from the
fashion community. Catherine’s creations garnered
wide notoriety and success throughout the 1970s and
she is well regarded as one of Britain’s most
unconventional yet influential designers.
POA
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SAMUEL SHERMAN
Lime Green Bow
Samuel Sherman
printed cotton dress
£495

PAINT CHAIR
Selena Beaudry

BAUBLES & BOXES 2
Selena Beaudry
Painting Pile in
Perspex Box
£3600

CUSHION
Natalie Tredgett
Antique cushion
POA

THE BATEMAN CORNER
SOFA
Natalie Tredgett
L-Shaped Antique
Victorian Sofa
£5500 as seen

HEAD SERIES
Ian Vail
See next page

COYOLATE CUSHION
BLUE
A Rum Fellow
£325

PROPAGANDA POTS
Bari Ziperstein
See next page

COFFEE TABLE
James Shaw
Grey Coffee Table
£1500

CUSHION
ASCA
Amazonian
embroidered cushion
£260

MOSCHINO CHEAP
AND CHIC
Lime Green Bow
Floral Bolero
£395
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THE BATEMAN CORNER SOFA
Natalie Tredgett
L-Shaped Antique Victorian Sofa
An original Victorian sofa. The upholsterer commented on its age as he had not
reupholstered furniture as old as this one in some time. Upholstered in a traditional manner
using horsehair stuffing only, there are no springs. Deep-buttoned with velvet fabric for a
late night tete-a-tete.
70H x 135W x 65D cm
COFFEE TABLE
£5500 as seen
James Shaw
This Plastic Baroque Table uses 100%
recycled HDPE plastic, which is a very
widely used plastic we all use in our daily
lives. James Shaw's self-created ‘extruding
gun’ unpacks another side of this
ubiquitous yet unseen material. His
intention is to embrace plastic's exuberance
and dynamic nature. James shows the
material’s preciousness by removing it from
the disposable to create objects of real
value and appeal. 60 x 65 x 40H cm
£1500
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PROPAGANDA POT #1
Bari Ziperstein
£3875

PROPAGANDA POT #2
Bari Ziperstein
£3875

1

2

6

7

3

PROPAGANDA POT #3
Bari Ziperstein
£2550

4

8

9

5
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HEAD SERIES
Ian Vail
Framed Drawing Series. Using a variety of materials and forms the faces are built and formed in
time and in space within the frame.
£1200 each
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SAMUEL SHERMAN
Samuel Sherman was the designer
for brands such as Dollyrockers and
Concept in the 1960s and 1970s
under his nickname ‘Sambo’ the
name in which he had been
designing clothes since the 1940s.
Sherman went on to create his own
label, Clothes by Samuel Sherman in
the 1970s and specialized in the
reconstruction of vintage garments.
Sherman became known for his
uniquely patterned dress designs
and the high quality cottons used
for the dresses.
£495

1930S STANDING LAMP
With original lacquer, with shade
185H cm
£2250

MOSCHINO CHEAP AND
CHIC
Moschino is an Italian luxury fashion house
founded in 1983 by Franco Moschino and is
well-known for its eccentric and exciting
collections. The Italian designer famously
intertwined criticisms of the fashion
industry and social awareness within his
theatrical
designs
and
often
used
advertising campaigns to further elaborate
on
his
socially-conscious
collections.
Moschino created the secondary line
Moschino Cheap and Chic in 1988 as a subdiffusion line to correspond with the
mainline and continued his whimsical and
playful aesthetic in the name and designs.
£395
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EXTRA LARGE
PLANTER
Bari Ziperstein
£2200

HER SAD EYES
Daniel Hernandez
Dimensions: 13”H x
13”W
£7000

HEARTBROKEN
PINK PERSPEX LAMP
Daniel Hernandez
WITH SHADE
Dimensions: 17”H x 18”W POA
£9600

BAUBLES &
BOXES 3
Selena Beaudry
Painting Pile in
Perspex Box
£3600

BLUEBIRD CHEST,
2017
Barrie Benson
£6000

PATRICK KELLY
Lime Green Bow
Patrick Kelly polka dot
and stripe combination
dress
£885

JOHN GALLIANO FOR
DIOR
Lime Green Bow
AW 1998-1999 Knit and
silk combination dress
£2250
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HEARTBROKEN
Daniel Hernandez
Dimensions: 17”H x 18”W
£9600

HER SAD EYES
Daniel Hernandez
Dimensions: 13”H x 13”W
£7000

BLUEBIRD CHEST, 2017
Barrie Benson
The special edition Bluebird Chest was born out of a creative brainstorming session with SOCO
Gallery artist, Anne Lemanski, and interior designer, Barrie Benson. Launching as a special
edition piece at High Point market in 2017, the Bluebird Chest was the beginning of a
collaborative artistic effort between Anne, Barrie, and Chandra Johnson, owner of SOCO
Gallery, who have since introduced a line of wallpaper together.
Dimensions: 33”H x 36”W x 19.5”D
£6000
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PATRICK KELLY
Patrick Kelly is an Atlanta-born AfricanAmerican designer who rose to prominence
after gaining support from pioneering
supermodel Pat Cleveland and moved to
Paris in 1980 to pursue his career in fashion
design. Kelly is known for his vibrant and
culturally-rooted designs including his
famous bowed jersey dresses while also
drawing attention to racial disparities within
the industry as well as greater society. He
was the first American and African-American
designer to inducted into France’s Chambre
Syndicale, and he was well loved by cultural
icons such as Madonna and Grace Jones.
Kelly was recognized by the French edition
of Elle in 1985 with a cover and
accompanying six-page spread dedicated to
his energetic designs and the women who
wore them. By 1989 Kelly was at the height
of his success but tragically he became ill
and died from AIDS on January 1st 1990.
£885

JOHN GALLIANO FOR
CHRISTIAN DIOR
John Galliano was creative director at
Christian Dior from 1996 - 2011. Galliano grew
up in South London and graduated from
Central
Saint
Martins
subsequently
establishing his eponymous clothing brand.
Galliano currently designs at the helm of
Maison Margiela.
£2250
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HEAD SPORTSWEAR
Lime Green Bow
Head Sportswear print ski
pants
POA

JUDITH ROBERTS
Lime Green Bow
La Coleccion avant garde jacket
made in Mexico
£395

LEONARD PARIS DRESS
Lime Green Bow
Leonard Paris royal blue dress
with Fabergé egg print
£750

HEAD SPORTS WEAR
Head Sports Wear is a sports and clothing collective that began as a skiing equipment
company founded in 1950 by engineer Howard Head. The brand extended to tennis
equipment in the 1960s, and is known for creating the first successful pair of metal-wood
composite downhill skis as well as the first oversized metal tennis racket. Though
founded in Baltimore in the United States, Head Ski Wear currently calls Austria and the
Netherlands its home base. Head Sports Wear is also comprised of a clothing line that
includes shoes and accessories, and offers a range of different skiing and sports
accessories for both winter and summer sports.
POA

JUDITH ROBERTS
Judith Roberts is an artful designer from the 1980s known for her strong use of
beadwork and various textiles to create one-of-a-kind jackets. Roberts trained at the Art
Institute of Baltimore and now resides in Mexico, where she continues to create her
unique clothing, art, and jewellery. Her garments famously combined different materials
such as velvet, metallic brocade, and silk to create pieces that are likened to wearable
art.
£395

LEONARD
Leonard Fashion came to fruition in 1958 as a result of the partnership between textile
firm owner Jacques Leonard and designer Daniel Tribouillard. The brand enjoyed
success throughout the 1960s due to its innovative printing techniques, an approach
patented by Tribouillard that has been adopted and still used in current day, as well as
its famously favourable floral prints. Tribouillard also capitalized on the quality of the
textiles used to create the unique garments, specifically highlighting the lightness of the
material.
£750
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THE DINING ROOM
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COLOMBIAN PALMS
Phil Goss
Hand-printed Floral Wallpaper
£225 per panel

A BOATE MAN
Phil Goss
Acrylic on Linen
£600

DINING ROOM RUG
Anatolian - Info available upon
request
2.90 x 1.80 m
£1850

AJ BARI
Lime Green Bow
AJ Bari sequin bow jacket
£275

DINING ROOM TABLE
Blue dining / console table
Can be folded to demi lune, original
lacquer, 1980s Japanese
75H x 170W x 125D cm
£2650

DODO EGG CEILING LIGHT
Designed by Beatahumans
Height from plume to base: 50cm,
Max width: 26cm
£1140

SCULPTURE PARK INSTALLATION
Frederike von Cranach
White Eggaporoli + silver & gold
cast and elektroformed
eggaporoli on marble blocks
POA
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AJ BARI
Lime Green Bow
AJ Bari sequin bow jacket
£275

A BOATE MAN
Phil Goss
Acrylic on Linen
£600

SCULPTURE PARK INSTALLATION
Frederike von Cranach
White Egagropili + silver & gold cast and electroformed egagropili on marble
blocks
POA
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WORKS ON PAPER
Iva Gueorguieva
Acrylic, collage and crayon on paper, 2018.
Framed.
Dimensions: 30” x 22”
$6000 each

BRUETON TABLE
Brueton designed Off-white Lacquered
Cantilevered Console Table 1970s
141.5W x 76.5H x 46D cm
£3600

PLANTED DREAMS
Frederike von Cranach
White Egagropili structure on wall
£1100 per arm

DINING ROOM RUNNER
Anatolian - Info available upon
request
2.90 x 1.13 m
£1180
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YELLOW & BLUE - WORKS ON PAPER
Iva Gueorguieva
Acrylic, collage and crayon on paper, 2018.
Framed.
Dimensions: 30” x 22”
$6000

RED & BLUE - WORKS ON PAPER
Iva Gueorguieva
Acrylic, collage and crayon on paper, 2018.
Framed.
Dimensions: 30” x 22”
$6000

BRUETON TABLE
Brueton designed Off-white Lacquered
Cantilevered Console Table 1970s
141.5W x 76.5H x 46D cm
£3600
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THE RUBY TEARDROP
John-Paul Pietrus
The Ruby Teardrop. Francis de Lara. 24k gold, sterling silver, ruby, amethysts.
£30,000 (plus VAT)
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THE BOUDOIR
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THE PINK PRINCE
JOHN-PAUL PIETRUS
C-type archival print
Dimensions: 350cm x 600cm x 15cm
£984 (plus VAT)

BYE BYE BABY HAT
Jess Collett x Clemmie
Myers Collab
£850

MOSCHINO HANDS TWO
PIECE
Lime Green Bow
£1500
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GOLD CLOTHING RAILS
Lime Green Bow
3 Gold Clothing Rails
POA

SILK KAYSERI RUG
Info available upon request.
C. Anatolian rug
3.50 x 2.52 m
£6500

BELINDA BELVILLE
Lime Green Bow
Belinda Belville Turquoise
Gown
£350

B. COHEN by JACONELLI
Lime Green Bow
Gold Embroidered Gown
£395

MRS BATEMAN’S NIGHTIE
Lime Green Bow
Mrs. Bateman’s nightie with
flower motif
£95

HANGERS
Lime Green Bow
Embroidered £35
Plastic £15
Green Leatherette £25
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SPECIALIST CEILING MIRROR
Ceiling Mirror
£2400

MANOLO BLAHNIK
Lime Green Bow
Manolos
£165

PINK CHAIR
Lime Green Bow
Small pink chair

BUMPER BOOK FOR BOYS
Lime Green Bow
Vintage book
£45

FOR FIG SAKE CANDLE
Lime Green Bow
Candle
£25

FLORAL PILLOW
Lime Green Bow
Floral Pillow Vintage Fabric by
Clemmie Myers X Natalie Tredgett
£185
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LIME GREEN BOW
1. Comme des Garçons lace coat SS1991 look 38 - £1300
2. Bespoke reversible robe cape - £450
3. Jaqueline Smith detailed jumper - £110
4. Celine pink silk shirt with monogram - £350
5. Bespoke floral skirt with silk trim - £295
6. Zodiac Fashions graphic print Mohair jumper - £95
7. Simon Ellis carpet coat - £495

B. COHEN by JACONELLI
Lime Green Bow
Gold Embroidered Gown
£395
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LIME GREEN BOW
1. Mrs Bateman’s customised leopard print coat, relined in peach silk and embroidered
‘MB’ by Hand and Lock - £550
2. Vintage courtly Costume jacket - £550
3. Patchwork pinafore dress - £185
3b Emmanulle Khanh White ruffled collar blouse - £350
4. Active Wear purple terry cloth spring top - £78
5. Guy Laroche summer tartan skirt -£385
6. Fenno Sport apple and striped jacket - £350
7. Mon nom est Marguerit Shirt - £110
8. Antique Band uniform jacket MC Lilley + Co Columbus Ohio - £750
9. Reworked vibrant print yellow two piece - £250
10. Blue lamé evening jacket - £225
11. Samuel Sherman blue floral motif dress - £285
12. Peony Brand Chinese Coat - £275
13. Sharma Dress metallic embroidery - £185
14. Plain Sud denim jacket circa 1990s - £395
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LIME GREEN BOW
1. Slimma flair striped trousers - £185
2. Voyage Original with embroidered trim cardigan - £395
3. Colourful antique blouse - £225
4. Crochet Orange Waistcoat - £295
5. Coffee bean antique kimono - £285
6. Mixed Polka dot vintage orange jacket - £110
7. Yves Saint Laurent tomato red silk shirt - £395

GOLD EVENING SILK MIX JACKET WITH FLORAL BUTTONS
Lime Green Bow
£450
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THE STUDY

THIS IS US YOU
KNOW
Marie JacoteyVoyatzis
£550

I WAS SO HAPPY
WITH YOU BY MY SIDE
Marie JacoteyVoyatzis
£550

BLACK DAHLIA
Marie JacoteyVoyatzis
£550

TWO LOST SOULS
Marie JacoteyVoyatzis
£550

METAMORPHASIS TO…? III
Frederike von Cranach
White Namibian marble base with
eggaporoli structure above
£4200

OUSHAK RUG
1920s rug. Info available upon
request.
3.20 x 2.45 m
£6900
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STAY GOLD
Marie Jacotey-Voyatzis
Lush, double-sided printed velvet curtains with bespoke curtain pole
Dimensions: 350cm x 600cm x 15cm
£5000
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QUEEN’S FLIGHT ON PAPER
Barrie Benson
In 2014, artist, Anne Lemanski, installed a three-dimensional work “Queen Alexandra’s Flight,”
depicting birds of prey and butterflies, telling the age-old story of survival and the circle of life. The
incredible large-scale installation of faunal biodiversity reminded interior designer, Barrie Benson,
of historic chinoiserie, but realized in a new, more contemporary way. Working together, the artist
and designer were able to translate the work onto paper, creating “Queen’s Flight on Paper”
which is offered in five striking colour ways.
Roll size 12” x 27” per panel. Repeat set of four panels.
POA
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THE ARTISTS
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SELENA BEAUDRY
Selena Beaudry received her MFA from Tyler School of Art in Philadelphia, PA. in
2000. She has shown throughout the United States including shows at North Carolina
Museum of Art, The Weatherspoon Art Museum, The Galleries at Moore College and
took part in Art Crush at the Aspen Art Museum. Selena’s work is based on her love of
painting. That language is what drives the work. The slashes, smears and blobs are
like words or songs for her. Cutting up paintings, paint and drawings allows her to see
marks in a new fresh way. “I have always wanted to walk through a painting. Some of
my favourite shows I have seen in museum or galleries are when I am enveloped by
the work, whether it creates a feeling of calm or frenzy. I hope that Mrs. And Mr
Bateman’s world is able to create that feeling for our guests / viewers.”

BARRIE BENSON
Barrie Benson is a Charlotte-based interior designer best known for balancing the
modern with the traditional in her signature interiors. She transforms residences like
her iconic 1950s ranch with traditional pieces to create an interesting blend of periods,
rooms, and moods. Barrie is also known for giving architecturally traditional homes a
dash of energy and colour with her fresh take on European and American 20thcentury furniture, art, and collections. The special edition Bluebird Chest, which will be
on display at Mrs and Mr Bateman, was the beginning of a collaborative artistic effort
between Barrie, SOCO Gallery artist, Anne Lemanski and Chandra Johnson, owner of
SOCO Gallery, who have since introduced a line of wallpaper together.

JESS COLLETT
Milliner Jess Collet, states “I believe hats have the power to transform your style and
mood.” After 25 years working as a couture milliner for the fashion elite, Jess has now
brought the enjoyment of the bespoke experience to everyday wear. JCM is Collett’s
diffusion line which showcases beautifully crafted hats with cutting-edge designs.
With Jess’ technical expertise and a sense of what hat wearers want, JCM hats are
stylish, well fitting, and sprinkled with that edgy elegance her designs are known for.
Jess will create a bespoke hat especially for Mrs and Mr Bateman which will push the
boundaries between both art and fashion.

FREDERIKE VON CRANACH
Frederike von Cranach’s main source of inspiration and working material are
Egagropili, straw-like, natural objects found by the Mediterranean Sea. They arise from
a plant called Posidonica Oceania, an important part of the sea’s ecosystem. It
provides a rhizomatic stable seabed, regulates water currents and is a source of
oxygen. Scientists believe that it is one of the oldest living organisms and one of the
slowest growing plants on this planet. This amazing genesis and unbelievable age
fascinates Frederike. Egagropili radiate something ungraspable and strong but are
yet very quiet and discreet. They transmit strength but still have this very calm soft
aura. With her work she tries to create a direct contrast to our fast moving loud world,
something quiet, not intrusive but still appealing - something that makes the viewer
curious to go and have a closer look and pause. Everything around us is constantly
changing or moving and Frederike believes it is very salutary to pause once in a while
and readjust. Capturing relatively unnoticed slow processes in nature and
transforming them into pieces of art is a big impetus for her work.
39

PHIL GOSS
Ranging from drawing to textile design, Phil Goss’s work often has origins in the
observance of the everyday, but ends in occupying a nether space in the twilight
between the observed and the imagined. These works all start as line drawings which
are then refracted through painting and print to arrive some distance from their
origin. Phil Goss is influenced by writers such as J G Ballard who explore the
destabilising of any singular meaning; Goss's work pitches against received ides of
coherence in composition or perspective and in the play of different media. His recent
works takes inspiration from the objects and landscapes he is surrounded with. He
balances a strong use of line with simplified forms and colour as a primary mode of
expression. This creates imagery that is both familiar and strange. Through drawing
Goss attempts to create images that conjure up a feeling or way of looking at
something that cannot be expressed clearly in language. This is enhanced by vigorous
mark making and lyrical colour.

IVA GUEORGUIEVA
Iva Gueorguieva generates a sense of frenetic activity in each of her expansive
compositions. She states, "For me painting is a productive/destructive encounter with
space, time, and material. I construct illusionistic spaces and then destroy them by
means of collage. I move freely from paper to canvas, cardboard, metal, concrete and
clay. I cut and collage hand-painted materials as well as images produced in the printmaking studio using various techniques including soap ground etching, cyanotype,
photo gravure and woodcut. For me the act of painting is a way of stitching,
juxtaposing, overlapping, reiterating, remembering, and erasing multiple phrases,
stories, memories, and impressions. Painting for me is bearing witness, to many or all
things, and also to the very process of painting."

DANIEL HERNANDEZ
Daniel “Nano” Hernandez is an artist working in London and Los Angeles especially
known for his exquisite portraits of children that capture fleeting moments in time. His
thread portraits are hand-stitched, yet have a surprisingly muscular presence. His
masterful command of a needle and thread enables him to not only create subtle
shading and depth of field, but to capture striking likenesses of his subjects that
conjure their personalities. Hernandez contrasts his finely rendered subjects against
fields of fabric – be they a Belgian linen, a baroque jacquard or a fabric heirloom – to
create highly graphic, colour-blocked compositions that bring to mind the portraits of
Alex Katz and Andy Warhol.

MARIE JACOTEY-VOYATZIS
French artist Marie Jacotey-Voyatzis will present her latest textile installation, titled
'Stay Gold’, for Mrs and Mr Bateman. It has only been presented once before last
October at the personal home of Marcelle Joseph Project where it was first created. It
is composed of a rather large scale set of double sided printed velvet curtains. Their
dimensions are H350 x L600 x W15 cm. Marie has carefully selected this particular
piece as specifically relevant for Mrs and Mr Bateman due to its over the top lush
velvety take on a domestic feature.
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CLEMMIE MYERS for LIME GREEN BOW
Celebrated for her eye for the unusual, Clemmie has been sourcing Gladrags for the
glitterati for over a decade and built up a diverse clientele from designers inspired by
her unusual pieces to collectors of high end vintage, vintage hounds, newbies,
museum curators and pop stars. Many of her pieces have been featured in magazines
and Clemmie works as a creative consultant, fashion coordinator and stylist. She also
does personal styling & sourcing. All pieces are sourced globally and hand picked by
Clemmie.
“In terms of designers I love, expect the likes of Ossie Clark, Jean Muir, Patrick Kelly,
Ungaro, Vivienne Westwood, Moschino, YSL, Valentino, LANVIN, Ted Lapidus, Sonia
Rykiel, Dior, Lacroix, Comme des Garçons, Claude Montana, JPG, Versace, Gucci – and
I’m mainly into 1960s to Late 90s.”
Clemmie’s Next Lime Green Bow
Pop Up is:
‘Alive 4 the Vibe’
201, Portobello Road
W11 1LU
Monday May 7th - Sunday June 10th
Sun & Mon 12-6pm
Tues - Sat 10-7pm

JOHN-PAUL PIETRUS
London-based photographer John-Paul Pietrus, focuses on editorial and commercial
assignments, art commissions, and filmmaking. His fashion and beauty photographs
are characterized by vibrant and dynamic compositions that are emblematic of the
creative energy of the industry. He has exhibited his work in PS1-MOMA NYC, le
Centre Georges Pompidou Paris, the Stazione Leopolda Florence, and CAFA Beijing.
He will also unveil his new fine jewellery house, Francis de Lara, the world’s first and
only fine jewellery eyewear house, offering the world premiere at Mrs and Mr
Bateman some truly exquisite one-of-a-kind couture jewellery pieces.
IG: @johnpaulpietrus @francisdelara_finejewels
Clothing sourced by Clemmie Myers for Lime Green Bow

JAMES SHAW
Specialising in objects, furniture, design and research, James Shaw will be creating a
bespoke piece of furniture for Mrs and Mr Bateman using his ‘Plastic Baroque’
technique. A graduate of the Royal College of Art's Design Products programme,
James now runs a studio in South London specialising in the design and manufacture
of bespoke and production furniture and products, sculptural objects and material
research. He has exhibited internationally including at The Design Museum, The V&A,
The Irish Museum of Modern Art, Boijmans van Beuningen Museum and MoMA. Past
awards include being nominated for the Design Museum Designs of the Year Award
and winning the Arc Chair Design Award.
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NATALIE TREDGETT
Natalie Tredgett is a London-based interior designer best known for her colourful
interiors, comfortable living and modern twist to tradition. Natalie’s vivacious energy,
commitment to projects and love of bringing people together is the attitude that
reflects the spirit of her work – fun, warm, energetic, eclectic, timeless and unique.
Natalie believes that a home is meant to be lived in and express the personalities of its
owners. She encourages clients to explore their ideas fully to get to the root of how
their home should be designed. On a client’s behalf or together, Natalie takes shared
ideas then pushes aesthetic boundaries with the goal of making a house her clients’
distinctive home.
Natalie got her start at the forefront of the international design industry working
under Nicky Haslam at NH Design. She received an Interior Design degree from KLC,
an MBA from the University of Edinburgh and has a background in management
consultancy. In 2010 she opened her design firm in central London.

MARGIT WITTIG
Margit Wittig is a London-based artist and sculptor who has turned lighting into an art
form with her exquisite handcrafted lamps. She also created a range of cast
sculptural Pearl candlesticks, and the latest addition to her range are concrete and
resin topped tables, with gilded, abstract textures, elegantly set on brass legs. Each
lamp has been skilfully created in her East London studio using a carefully balanced
fusion of shapes and colours, gold leaf and brass. Featuring sculpted faces, glass
spheres, cuboids and semi-circles, the elements are moulded in clay, before being cast
in resin, then hand painted. The end result is a series of unique artisanal lamps that
make a refreshingly original design statement.

IAN VAIL
Ian Vail says of his work “The work looks at faces. Faces that reflect the looker. Using a
variety of materials and forms the faces are built and formed in time and in space
within the frame. Reflecting on our use of the face within digital media, the image is
both transient and layered allowing the viewer to spend a longer time than the Tinder
swipe of subjectivity.”

BARI ZIPERSTEIN
Los Angeles-based artist Bari Ziperstein will present ‘Propaganda Pots’ at Mrs and Mr
Bateman. With an installation of figurative ceramic sculptures on view, Ziperstein’s
work references 1980s propaganda posters from former Eastern Bloc countries
adapted onto the onto the surfaces of table top stoneware sculptures. Utilising posters
about domestic morality, alcoholism, motherhood and the place of women in society,
Ziperstein’s adaptation of these flat materials into three dimensional objects frames a
distinct feminist gesture. In offering the propaganda a new tactile presence, she
problematizes the relationship between craft, the home and femininity silhouetted
against the context of a historical lineage of societal control and repression.
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